The Impact of the ‘Austrian’ Mutation of the Amyloid Precursor Protein Transmembrane Helix is Communicated to the Hinge Region
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Abstract: The transmembrane helix of the amyloid precursor protein is subject to proteolytic cleavages by γ-secretase at different sites resulting in Aβ peptides of different length and toxicity. A number of point mutations within this transmembrane helix alter the cleavage pattern thus enhancing production of toxic Aβ peptide species that are at the root of familial Alzheimer’s disease. Here, we investigated how one of the most devastating mutations, the ‘Austrian’ mutation T43I, affects this transmembrane helix. Site-resolved deuterium/hydrogen amide exchange experiments reveal that the mutation destabilizes amide hydrogen bonds in the hinge which connects dimerization and cleavage regions. Weaker intrahelical hydrogen bonds at the hinge may enhance helix bending and thereby affect recognition of the transmembrane substrate by the enzyme and/or presentation of its cleavage sites to the catalytic cleft.

Proteolysis of APP by γ-secretase produces a mixture of Aβ peptides that are thought to generate the toxic oligomers and plaques causing Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [8]. Natural point mutations within the APP TMD that are associated with familial AD (FAD) can increase the toxicity of the Aβ peptide mixture by increasing the Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio [8]. For example, the T43I (‘Austrian’) mutation (Aβ numbering) is thought to lead to an extremely early mean age-of-onset (36 y) by strongly increasing the Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio [10]. The side-chain of T43 is H-bonded to the main chain carbonyl oxygen of V39 and controls the repertoire of TM-N versus TM-C bending motions as indicated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [8]. It is unclear, however, how the loss of this H-bond in the disease-causing T43I mutant is connected to the flexibility of the hinge.

Here, we investigated the effects of the T43I mutation on synthetic peptides representing the complete predicted APP TMD helix (A28-55) (Fig. 1A) in 80% (v/v) trifluoroethanol (TFE)/water. Due to the similar polarities of TFE (ε = 8.55) and protein interiors (ε ~4 to ~12 corresponding to dry and internally solvated proteins, respectively [15]) we consider 80% TFE as a reasonable mimic of the aqueous environment within the catalytic cleft of presenilin [12] as done previously [8, 6d]. Presenilin represents the catalytic subunit of γ-secretase.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy initially showed that wild type A28-55 forms ~80% helix in this solvent while the helicity of the T43I mutant is slightly decreased in favor of random coil (Fig. S1). Amide deuterium/hydrogen exchange (DHX) kinetics of exhaustively (> 95%) deuterated TMDs were recorded to compare the conformational equilibria along the wild-type and T43I helices. At a concentration of 5 µM the peptide remains monomeric [8]. Under ‘quenched conditions’ (pH 2.5, 0°C), where the much more labile deuteriums bound to polar and non-H-bonded atoms quickly exchange for protons, both wild-type and T43I retain ~22 of the 27 backbone amide deuteriums that have the potential to form intrahelical H-bonds. The kinetics were then recorded at 20°C and pH 3 where fast exchange events can be monitored with higher precision than at elevated pH values. As exemplified by spectra shown in Fig. S2, the isotope envelopes gradually shift with incubation time towards lower mass/charge values. A gradual mass shift is diagnostic of uncorrelated exchange in the EX2 regime indicating transient local unfolding events [14].
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Figure 1. Amide DHX kinetics and site-specific exchange. (A) Sequences of the predicted APP TMD (Aβ numbering, arrows indicate cleavage sites recognized by γ-secretase) and the model peptides used here (A28-55 wild-type and its T43I mutant). All peptides contain an additional N-terminal KKW tag for better solubility and photometric quantification. (B) Overall DHX kinetics recorded from the masses of triply charged ions (n = 3, standard errors are smaller than the sizes of the symbols). (C) Deuterium contents of z-fragments aligned against sequence as determined after ETD (n = 3, SEM ≤ 0.1 deuteriums) done at different incubation periods (arrows in part B). A given position in the primary structure aligns with the z-ion type containing the respective amide proton or deuterium. Arrows signify sequence positions where deuterium contents of wild-type and T43I fragments begin to deviate from each other. Note that the deuterium contents of T43I z-fragments appear to be slightly below (<1 D) those of wild-type z-fragments at around 131/132 after 1 h of DHX. At 4 h, both series of fragments deviate from each other by ~1 D around G37/G38. The difference increases to ~1.5 D after 72 h around A42 (the site of deviation around A42 could not be determined unequivocally due to overlapping fragments in the mass spectra that prevent their identification in some cases).

A difference between wild-type and T43I of ~1 amide deuterium develops early on and increases to ~1.5 deuteriums at longer incubation times (Fig. 1 B) indicating a slightly different backbone flexibility. In order to localize the site(s) where this difference originates, we employed gas-phase fragmentation of 5+ charged precursor ions by electron transfer dissociation (ETD) after different periods of DHX (arrows in Fig. 1 B). ETD fragmentation occurs inherently without proton/deuterium scrambling and produces a c- and z-fragment ion series that extend from a given sequence position towards the N- or C-terminus, respectively. Inspection of the deuterium content of sequential fragment ions can thus resolve the deuterium labelling pattern to individual amide sites in both A28-55 peptides (Fig. S2 C). Site-specific differences in the DHX kinetics between wild-type and mutant lead result in differing deuterium contents of the corresponding fragments (see Fig. S3 for explanation). Fig. 1 C shows the deuterium contents of the z-fragments that are aligned with the TMD sequence. A flat region indicates completed exchange while a steep region signifies retention of amide deuteriums due to much slower exchange. The plot reveals a transition from an N-terminal flat region into a steep region; this transition progresses with incubation time mainly from the N-terminus towards the center. A flat region also develops at the C-terminus, albeit much more slowly. Thus, amide DHX mainly progresses from the N-terminus across TM-N towards TM-C. After 72 h, the N-terminal half of the TMD has exchanged almost completely while about two helical turns from T43 to M51 still have resisted exchange. This confirms that the N-terminal Gly-rich TM-N is much more flexible than TM-C [6b]. Longer incubation periods were not tested since the exchange curve was essentially flat after 72 h (Fig. 1 B).

Importantly, the deuterium contents of T43I z-fragments start to deviate from those of wild-type z-fragments by ~1 deuterium mainly around the G37/G38 motif (arrow in Fig. 1 C) after 4 h of DHX. This difference increases to ~1.5 deuteriums after 72 h around T43. From the masses of individual z-fragments the kinetics of successive deuterium loss were then calculated for G37, G38, V39, and the region from V40-V44 (where missing z-fragments prevented the calculation of site-specific exchange kinetics) (Fig. 2 A). From the kinetics, we calculated site-specific amide exchange rate constants (Fig. 2 B). Accordingly, the rate constants of the T43I mutant exceed wild-type rate constants mainly at G38 (Fig. 2 B). Under EX2 conditions, site-specific exchange rates can be converted to \( f_{\text{open}} \), the fraction of exposed amides at the respective position, by considering the theoretical intrinsic (chemical) exchange rate constants in the unfolded state (\( k_{\text{ch}} \)) (see Experimental Section, ref. [16]). Note that \( f_{\text{open}} \) is equal to the inverse of the protection factor. Calculation of \( f_{\text{open}} \) was done for a standard situation of exchange in pure water.
The absolute values obtained for $f_{\text{open}}$ are very likely an underestimation due to a number of factors given in the Experimental Section. Nonetheless, these factors influence DHX of both TMDs in a similar fashion thus allowing their comparison. The result reveals that $f_{\text{open}}$ values at G37, G38, and V39 of T43I indeed exceed the respective values of the wild-type with non-overlapping error bars (Fig. 2 C, arrows).

**Figure 2.** Site-specific DHX rates and fraction of exposed amides calculated from the deuterium contents of z-fragments. (A) The time-dependent loss of deuteriums at the indicated amides was fit to a first-order exchange kinetics and reveals acceleration of DHX at G37, G38, V39, and V40-V44 for the T43I mutant compared to wild-type. (B) Site-specific DHX rates from G37 to V39 as calculated from the curve fits in part A. (C) Site-specific fractions $f_{\text{open}}$ of exposed amides calculated as the ratio of the exchange rates from the experiment (part B) and the calculated chemical exchange rates ($k_{\text{ch}}$) of exposed amides in a random coil structure. Note that $f_{\text{open}}$ values of T43I at G37, G38, and V39 are enhanced relative to those of the wild-type TMD with non-overlapping error bars. (D)
Exchange kinetics are given for all residues where the corresponding z-fragments could be identified directly or determined by interpolation as detailed in the Experimental Section (Fig. S4). Exchange rate constants (Fig. S5) and $f_{\text{open}}$ (Fig. S6) were determined in those cases where the data could be reliably fit by an exponential function. For residues other than those illuminated in Fig. 2, differences between wild-type and T43I were either not detectable or below statistical significance. Potential differences between V44 and L52 may be obscured by the extremely slow exchange within this part of the helix.

In sum, the data show that the loss of the H-bond between the T43 side chain and the V39 main chain carbonyl oxygen in the T43I mutation has two effects. First, this loss destabilizes the helix around position 43. Second, it is communicated to the hinge where it destabilizes the amide H-bonds extending from G37, G38, and V39 towards the respective i - 4 ($\alpha$-helical bonding) and/or i - 3 ($\beta$-helical bonding) positions (Fig. 2 D). MD simulations have previously revealed a mixture of $\alpha$-helical and $\beta$-helical H-bonding near the G$_{37}$G$_{38}$ hinge.[60]

Potential differences between V44 and L52 may be obscured by the extremely slow exchange within this part of the helix.

With these considerations, it is not clear what mechanism, if any, is responsible for this impact of T43I. Previous MD simulations showed that the loss of the T43 side chain/main chain H-bonding in a T43V mutant increases the relative movements of TM-N versus TM-C at the G$_{37}$G$_{38}$ hinge.[60] Therefore, there is a subtle local destabilization, as detected here by increasing amide exchange kinetics, that can translate into profound changes of global helix dynamics. An altered repertoire of helix bending motions may modulate exposure of cleavage sites to the enzyme’s active site. An altered exposure may result in decreased proteolysis at V49 relative to that at V48 thus increasing the A$_{42}$/A$_{40}$ ratio.[8]. In addition, destabilization of amide H-bonds around the hinge may affect substrate recognition by $\gamma$-secretase as the T43I mutation is also known to decrease substrate/ enzyme affinity as suggested by an elevated $K_M$ value.[17]

In sum, our results reveal accelerated amide DHX in T43I relative to the wild type TMD. We localize the accelerated DHX to sites at the hinge region. Our experimental measurements suggest mechanisms by which FAD mutations, such as T43I, may accelerate the development of Alzheimer’s disease in affected patients.

**Experimental Section**

Experimental details of peptide synthesis, circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, deuterium/hydrogen exchange mass spectrometry (DHX) with electron transfer dissociation (ETD) and data evaluation are given as Supporting Information.
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The 'Austrian' mutation T43I within the transmembrane helix of the amyloid precursor protein influences its hinge region. We suggest a mechanism by which T43I may accelerate the development of Alzheimer's disease in affected patients.
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